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OUR VISION
 

"To be Nepal's largest platform for students pursuing the technology."
 
 
 
 

OUR MISSION
 

"To engage students in the problem-solving process while empowering
personal and IT-driven professional skills through networking and

exposure.”
 

220+
Members

300+
Volunteers

60+
Colleges

4+
Cities

70+
Partners

12000+
Participants

Code for Change

Code for Change” is an initiative of “Youth in Social Change,” a non-profit

organization, in collaboration with students from various colleges around the

country with an aim to bring IT students and industry professionals together.

“Code for Change” provides a platform and opportunities for students to provide

relevant skills to prepare them for their careers. We are focusing on preparing

skilled manpower for the tech industry of Nepal along with awaring non-tech

people about the proper use of technology. 



Event Overview

Hasdai Kheldai organized the event in collaboration with Code for Change in
order to provide basic computer knowledge to the students who have given 
 SEE and 12th class exams. The event was conducted in Tej Binayak School,
Gothatar where there were a total of 15 participants. The event was
conducted for a total of 14 days by trainer Nirajan Chhetri who is a CSIT
graduate and Project Lead of Code for Change.

Objectives
To describe the basic knowledge of computers.
To develop the basics of typing and shortcut keys.
To describe the knowledge regarding Ms.Word, Ms.
Powerpoint.

Total  number of
Students  1515

Time Durations 14 days14 days  

Starting Time 
End Time 

10 am10 am  

12 pm12 pm  

Locations Tej Binayak SchoolTej Binayak School



Training Timeline and Syllabus 

Day 1 - June 20

Basic knowledge of computer which includes:- About computer,
Characteristics of computer, application of computer, Computer Hardware,
Computer Software, input device, output device, about the mouse, about the
keyboard, about the printer, about the sound system, about CPU, about
monitor, and some shortcut keys. 

Day 2 - June 21

How to change date, time, and language, desktop wallpaper image, connect
Wi-Fi, install the software, rename files, copy files, paste the files, create the
files

Day 3 - June 22

The right way of putting hands on the keyboard.
Functions of all keys on the keyboard.

Day 4 - June 23

Basic Shortcut keys which help while working on the computer like
shutting down the computer, refreshing the computer, etc.
Basic knowledge of typing a simple word by putting hands properly on
the keyboard.

Day 5 - June 24

Exercise on typing simple words as well as numeric words

Day 6- June 26

Practice the typing lessons on the software called ‘Kirans Typing’. There were
160 levels of trying and on day 4 students were asked to complete 75 levels.



Day 7 - June 27

On the seventh day, students were asked to complete basic typing levels upto
160 in software.

Day 8- June 28

Students were given task to write autogenerated paragraphs in the
software.
Learning by fun i.e Learning to type different words. 

Day 9 - June 29

 Students play typing games where they have to type different words
displayed on the screen.

Day 10 - June 30

Basic knowledge of MS Word, MS Powerpoint.

Day 11 - June 30

Basic of words( installing word on the computer, creating new files on word,
saving the word file, changing the font, changing color, changing bg color,
changing the font styles, inserting the images, inserting tables, inserting
charts, changing the alignment)

Day 12 - July 1

Students create a document where they write paragraphs about them using
MS word.



Day 13- July 2

An effective way of making a simple presentation on PowerPoint.
Basic of Powerpoint(installing the PowerPoint, creating the new ppt,
making slides, changing the design of the slides, changing the transition of
the slides, presenting the slides, etc)

Day 14 - July 3

Students were asked to prepare slides about them.
Session on how to use the internet and mobile phones properly.
Revision from day 1 to day 14
Closing.



Testimonials

"The overall event was really good. I used to play with a computer

in my home but I had no idea about how a computer works, its

uses, and its parts. I was also unknown of the shortcut keys and

the proper way of putting my hands on the keyboard. Thank You

Karkhana Samuha and Code For Change for this wonderful

opportunity."

                                                                    
-  (Suchana Thapa)

    Participant

"I have joined these computer classes for 14 days. I have learned a

lot during this session as I had no idea about typing, but now I am

friendly with the letters on the keyboard which has made me a lot

easier. I also have learned to change Time, Background. Not only

that I have also known about the shortcut key. Thank you

Karkhana Samuha and Code for Change for this wonderful

opportunity. "
-(Bipasha Giri)

Participant

 

Code for Change conducted 2 weeks program. Every participant enjoyed it

a lot. They enjoyed the session as a fun way of learning. Not only that, they

learned a basic knowledge of computers. The thing which I loved the most

was the session was based on a fun activity that matched the objective of

Hasdai Kheldai. Thank you Code for Change for this overall session for

teaching Ms.Word, Powerpoint, and the basics of computers but the most

essential things in our life. 

" I have joined this computer class for 14 days. I have learned a

basic knowledge of Computer synch as Computer keys, Mouse,

Desktop, Input, and Output devices. Now I am learning Typing. It

used to be very difficult to search the letters on the keyboard.

Now it has become very easy. Special thanks to our Nirajan Dai.

Also, I would like to thank Karkhana Samuha and Code for

change for this opportunity."

-(Kumar Tamang)

Participant

Testimonials from the students

Testimonials from the Hasdai Kheldai Team

-(Amien Shakya)

Representative of Hasdai Kheldai Team



Some Pictures of the event 



Contact Person: Nirajan Chhetri
Phone Number: +977 9846562256
Email address: codeforchangeofficial@gmail.com
                          nirazanchhetri6@gmail.com

Contact

Conclusion
The event was a grand success and we could really create the impact

that we initially sought for.

We introduced participants to the basics of MS Word and MS PowerPoint while helping them

enhance their typing skills with the use of shortcut keys. Students also got some insights about

the proper use of the internet. As a whole, the interaction with the students and their willingness

to learn was what made our event punch above its weight. We are immensely grateful to Hasdai

Kheldai for providing this wonderful opportunity to work on such an innovative project. We are

always interested to be a part of your team.


